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 I. Introduction
Under the terms of the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, the Great
Lakes Science Advisory Board was established as the scientific advisor to the
International Joint Commission and the Great Lakes Water Quality Board. The
Science Advisory Board is responsible for developing recommendations on
research and statements on the state of scientific knowledge pertinent to the
identification, evaluation, and resolution of current and anticipated water
quality problems in the Great Lakes.
To meet its responsibility as the scientific advisor to the Commission and
the Water Quality Board, the Board draws upon the knowledge of its members who
are experts in the physical, chemical, and biological sciences; engineering;
medicine; and the social sciences. Its members are appointed from government,
industry, universities, and the private sector of society. Further, the Board
appoints committees and task forces, and from time to time, holds workshops
and conferences to assist it in developing the information needed to provide
sound scientific advice to the‘Commission.
This report summarizes the activities of the Board and its associated
groups during the past year and presents the Board's recommendations to the
Commission with respect to proposed new water quality objectives,
eutrophication, surveillance, human health effects of Great Lakes water
quality, risk assessment, the fate and effects of hazardous substances,
research needs, and the operation of the Board. A list of recent reports of
the Board and its committees and task forces is also included.
This year the Board undertook an evaluation of the potential impact that
alternate energy sources could have on the Great Lakes basin ecosystem.
Through the efforts of individual members of the Board and its Expert
Committees, advisors and contractors, the Board obtained a perspective on many
of the energy/environment issues facing the Great Lakes. A summary of that
analysis and the recommendations arising from it are included in this Annual
Report.
 

 2. Environmental Implications of Alternative
Energy Futures for the Great Lakes Basin
When the Science Advisory Board was completing its review of the acid rain
issue for the International Joint Commission (Science Advisory Board Annual ‘
Report of 1979), it took note of the substantial contribution that the energy .f
sector of our economies was making to acid fallout. The accident at the '
nuclear plant on Three Mile Island was also fresh in our minds, and
redirection of federal energy policies in both countries was well underway.
In this context, the Science Advisory Board decided to examine the
environmental implications of alternative energy futures for the Great Lakes
basin ecosytem, with special emphasis on water quality in the boundary waters
between Canada and the United States. This is a review of the impact of a
particular sector of our economies, rather than a review focussed on specific
groups of substances, such as hazardous materials or nutrients, as has
frequently been the case in the past.
The potential scope of such a review is enormous. Policies concerning
energy cost, type, and availability affect the smallest household, large
 
corporations, national security, the food and transportation sectors of the
economy, and a myriad of other issues across the continent and beyond. While
it has been stimulating to review information of such breadth, the Board
focussed on particular matters of immediate concern within the purview of the
Commission.
In focussing on the Great Lakes basin, we examined trends in:
 
(i) total energy use;
(ii) technology mix to meet energy needs;
(iii) the discharge from facilities within the basin to land, water and
air of waste heat, toxic organics, heavy metals, nuclear wastes,
particulates, SOX, N0X and organic wastes from various energy
‘ technologies;
 
 (iv) the influence of emissions from outside the basin that could affect
the Great Lakes basin; and
(v) potential changes in water consumption or potential export.
Based on its assessment of the issues associated with energy production
and use in the Great Lakes basin ecosystem, the Science Advisory Board makes
the following four recommendations:
I The International Joint Commission should request integrated
information from the Parties regarding their programs for making more
effective use of energy.
While most jurisdictions have energy conservation programs, there is still
considerable potential to further reduce demand. In comparison with many
other developed countries, the pgr_capita energy consumption in the United
States and Canada is still large. It is the Board's view that this
consumption can be reduced without a loss in quality of life.
While there are many technological means available to permit the
achievement of conservation goals, there seems to be a great deal more scope
for the use of financial incentives to encourage efficient use of energy
through such measures as modified rate structures. Conservation offers a
relatively rapid way for initially holding the line on energy production
impacts on the Great Lakes. This same program can also have a beneficial
impact on regions outside the Great Lakes basin, because many of the
contaminants of concern are transported long distances in the atmosphere.
It must be noted, however, that population and economic growth factors may
not result in net improvement over longer periods of time, even though per
capita improvements can be achieved. Furthermore, we must be cognizant of the
fact that new pollution control technology to reduce emissions of pollutants
such as sulphur, if applied to new installations for industrial or energy
production facilities, will result in far less new impact on the current
environmental state per new unit of energy used or produced than present
facilities operating without that technology.
 
 Existing problems must be addressed by measures aimed at facilities
currently operating with outdated pollution control technology. Thus,
potential retrofitting or facility replacement is a more important matter for
the acid rain problem or for the widespread distribution of lead in the
environment. Also, the impact of energy source shifts (oil to coal, etc.) for
a given level of energy demand can result in a reduction in pollution only if
the available emission control technology is applied.
More efficient and effective use of energy offers both the opportunity to
deal with existing problems and plan for the future without having the problem
in a state of acceleration, and the opportunity to demonstrate a more
responsible approach to effective use of the energy resources we have.
This recommendation asks that our collective efforts be made more visible
for comparison and for development of a consistent approach among the
jurisdictions just as has been attempted in other pollution control
technologies.
II The International Joint Commission should encourage the Parties to
direct studies for identifying the energy alternatives best suited to
achievement of overall environmental quality and to promote the
development and use ofalternatives so identified.
The Board did not find much evidence of activity within jurisdictions
responsible for 'energy decisions' affecting the Great Lakes basin, that would
encourage the choice of alternatives that could be optimized for greater ‘
overall benefit. It appears that decisions are being left to chance and to I
market conditions, and that such decisions do not reflect the true cost of the
choice. The Board believes that there are still opportunities to make such
choices--we are not in a forced position yet. The Board also believes that
there is as much to be gained in improved Great Lakes water quality for the
future by proper choice of the modes of energy production and use as there is
in applying control technology after the energy technology has been
established.
 Agencies responsible for environmental protection could intervene in a
positive way to improve the environment, rather than have to act in a punitive
fashion 'after the fact'. The Board is recommending a positive influence at
the planning stage through wise selection of energy sources, sites, and use.
III The International Joint Commission should encourage the Parties to
coordinate the planning and use of energy alternatives in the Great
Lakes basin.
Planning, built upon existing knowledge and the studies referred to in
Recomendation II, must be coordinated. If it was not evident a decade ago, it
is certain now that jurisdictions should not, perhaps even cannot, operate
independently. The choice that one jurisdiction makes will affect what
another jurisdiction can do. Energy market prices, availability of materials
or fuel, the transport and disposal of waste, exposure of populations and
their food to contaminants, and a range of other matters are inextricably
linked. It is also evident that current knowledge emphasizes the widespread
and cumulative nature of the impact of single installations.
Furthermore, the natural environment in one jurisdiction can be radically
different in nature and value from that in another.
For example, the societal
importance of a jurisdiction's dependence on its Great Lakes shoreline variesb
considerably.
The buffering capacity of the soil and surface water systems of
one jurisdiction can be radically different from another.
A facility sited
'downstream' for one jurisdiction is 'upstream' from the next.
These are old
principles made more acute by present conditions.
This recommendation urges the Commission to promote coordination of the
choice of energy options among the jurisdictions to avoid cost inequities or
reduce the negative impacts on the Great Lakes basin, thus optimizing siting
of facilities and social benefits.
—IV
The International Joint Commission is asked to encourage research
into sources and pathways of hazardous substances and monitoring to
evaluate which hazardous substances may produce significant adverse
environmental or health effects in order to facilitate the
identification of the impacts of existing and fUture energy
1
alternatives.
The Science Advisory Board, in undertaking to review the issue of the
environmental impact of alternative energy futures, was able to acquire
order-of-magnitude assessments of several alternatives for energy production
in the Great Lakes basin. We are able to point to several outstanding
features but find a detailed analysis impractical for several reasons, namely:
(i) there are many options for sites and operational characteristics of
energy facilities;
(ii) the choice of energy options is extensive;
(iii) not all aspects of certain technologies have been demonstrated; and
i
(iv) there is generally inadequate information or data on the impact of !
the emissions to air and water on the environment and on public
health.
4
Two of the recommendations above, if followed, would put into place a
l
mechanism to address items (i), (ii) and (iii) on a regular basis and in the
E
appropriate level of detail.
The Board's greatest concern is that there is
inadequate information on the impact of hazardous substances. Lacking this
information, important impacts may be overlooked or less significant impacts
g
over—emphasized.
  
The calculations carried out as part of this preliminary assessment
suggest that coal consumption is a very small part of the trace metals q
problem. However, except for lead, for which there is clear evidence pointing f
to gasoline emissions, major sources of trace metals are not well quantified. l
There are no deposition estimates for mercury and arsenic. Thus, the relative
contribution from coal use is indeterminate.
Furthermore, direct combustion
q
of coal or coal conversion results in emissions of organic compounds such as
 
  
phenols, arylamines, alkanes, mono- and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, but
the degree to which the operation of the energy sector contributes to total
emissions of such compounds is not known. We lack hard data and adequate
understanding of the source and pathway of hazardous substances already
identified, much less for those that we might anticipate could be introduced
into the environment.
The list of imponderables is extensive. The transportation and permanent
disposal of radioactive spent fuel in a safe manner is a major problem. Safe
decommissioning of facilities is now a subject of concern. Conversion of
biomass to energy from both purposely-grown or waste material is not without
its adverse effects. Intensification of silviculture or agriculture with
attendant chemical use, increased water use as a result of monocultures, and
increased competition for the use of land between food and energy biomass
production are all potential problems. The list is a lengthy one.
This recommendation emphasizes the urgent need for much better information
to reduce the speculation and fears associated with concern for the impact of
decisions about our energy future as it affects the environment, human health
and related societal concerns in the Great Lakes basin. A systematic review
and prioritization of this research and surveillance must reflect assessment
of potential energy developments.
 
 3. Water Quality Objectives
In its 1980 and 1981 AnnuaT Reports to the Board, the Aquatic Ecosystem
Objectives Committee (AEOC) recommended and provided the scientific basis and
rationaTe for the foTTowing new or revised water quaTity objectives:
Pentachiorophenoi (Ref. AEOC Report, p. 18, November 1980)
"PentachTorophenoT in water shoqu not exceed a concentration of 0.4
ug/L for the protection of aquatic Tife."
PoTychTorinated Dibenzodioxins (Ref. AEOC Report, p. 26, November 1980)
"For the protection of a11 Tife forms, 2,3,7,8-tetrach1orodibenzo-para-
dioxin (TCDD) shoqu be absent from aTT compartments of the ecosystem
incTuding air, land, water, sediment, and biota."
NOTE 1:
Absent means not detectabie as determined by the best avaiTabTe
technoTogy.
NOTE 2:
The present (1980) detection Timit for TCDD is 0.01 ug/kg in
tissue and in sediment and is 0.00001 ug/L in water.
NOTE 3: Other tetrachTorodioxin isomers and higher chTorinated dioxin
congeners are of concern in the Great Lakes Ecosystem. However,
the data base is inadequate to support a scientificaTTy
defensible recommendation at this time.
Nutrients (Ref. AEOC Report, p. 49, November 1980)
1. "The Take-wide mean totaT phosphorus concentration in the spring in
Lake Superior shoqu not exceed 5 ug/L to maintain the Take in
its present oTigotrophic state."
 
 "The lake-wide mean total phosphorus concentration in the spring in
the main body of Lake Huron, Georgian Bay, and the North Channel
should not exceed 5 ug/L to maintain the lake in its present
oligotrophic state.“
"The area—wide mean total phosphorus concentration in Saginaw Bay in
the spring should not exceed 15 ug/L to prevent nuisance growths of
aquatic weeds and algae."
"The lake-wide mean total phosphorus concentration in Lake Michigan
in the spring should not exceed 7 ug/L to return the lake to its
natural oligotrophic state.”
"The basin-wide mean total phosphorus concentration in the Western
Basin of Lake Erie in the spring should not exceed 15 ug/L to
reduce the present levels of algal growth and to prevent nuisance
growths of aquatic weeds and algae in this basin."
"The basin-wide mean total phosphorus concentration in the Central
Basin of Lake Erie in the spring should not exceed 10 pg/L to
restore year-round aerobic conditions in the bottom waters of this
basin.”
"The basin—wide mean total phosphorus concentration in the Eastern
Basin of Lake Erie in the spring should not exceed 10 ug/L to
reduce the present levels of algal growth and to prevent nuisance
growths of weeds and algae in this Basin."
I'The lake-wide mean total phosphorus concentration in Lake Ontario in
the spring should not exceed 10 ug/L to prevent nuisance growths of
weeds and algae in this basin.”
Lead (Ref. AEOC Report, p. 63, November 1980)
"Concentrations of totaT Tead in an unfiitered water sampie shoqu not
exceed 2 ug/L in Lake Superior, 3 ug/L in Lake Huron, 4 ug/L in Lake
Erie and in Lake Michigan, and 5 ug/L in Lake Ontario to protect aquatic
Tife."
Note: This recommendation wiTT not necessariiy protect aquatic biota from
the effects of aTkyT Tead compounds.
Ch10rine (Ref. Group 2 Proposed New and Revised Water Quaiity Objectives
Report to the InternationaT Joint Commission, by the Great Lakes Water Quaiity
Board, p. 32, January 1978.)
"ResiduaT chiorine, as measured by the amperometric (or equivaTent)
method, shouid not exceed 0.002 mg/L in order to protect aquatic Tife."
Cyanide (Ref. Group 2 Proposed New and Revised Water Quaiity Objectives Report
to the Internationai Joint Commission, by the Great Lakes Water Quaiity Board,
p. 32, January 1978.)
"Concentrations of free cyanide in unfiTtered water sampies shoqu not
exceed 5 pg/L for the protection of aquatic Tife."
Temperature (Ref. Group 2 Proposed New and Revised Nater QuaTity Objectives
Report to the Internationa] Joint Commission, by the Great Lakes Water Quaiity
Board, p. 32, January 1978.)
1. "ThermaT additions to receiving waters or a designated segment
thereof shoqu be such that therma] stratification and subsequent
turnover dates are not aTtered from those existing prior to addition
of heat from artificiaT origin."
2. "Maximum Neekiy Average Temperature. This is the mathematicai mean
of muTtipTe, equaiiy spaced daiTy temperatures."
   
 report, AEOC received additionaT information which requires further
consideration. Therefore the Committee has withdrawn its recommendation for
this objective and wiTT resubmit it at a Tater date.
SiTver (Ref. Group 2 Proposed New and Revised Water Quaiity Objectives Report
to the Internationai Joint Commission, by the Great Lakes Water Quaiity Board,
p. 31, January 1978.)
"Concentrations of totaT siiver in an unfiitered water sampTe shoqu not
exceed 0.1 micrograms per Titre to protect aquatic Tife."
The 1980 AEOC Report aTso recommends adoption of the above proposed new
objective for siTver. However, subsequent to pubiication of the AEOC Report,
Titerature previousiy considered confidentiai was made pubiic and the
Committee has requested that the siTver objective be withdrawn pending further
evaiuation of this newiy avaiiabie information.
Seienium (Ref. AEOC Report, p. 3, November 1981)
"Concentrations of totaT seienium in unfiltered water sampTes shouid not
exceed 1 ug/L to protect aquatic life. Concentrations in sediments shoqu
not exceed 5 ug/g dry weight to protect aquatic Tife. Concentrations in
aquatic biota shouid not exceed 3 ug/g wet weight to protect predatory fish
and mammais."
Limited Use Zones
The Board and its Aquatic Ecosytem Objectives Committee are concerned that
the Parties have not fuifiiied their obiigations under Annex 2 of the Great
Lakes Water Quaiity Agreement to designate Timited use zones. Without such
Timited use zone designations, the setting of specific Agreement objectives
becomes a meaningTess exercise. Therefore, the Board has asked the Great
Lakes Water Quaiity Board to consider means for ensuring that the Governments
fquiTT their obiigations under Annex 2 of the Agreement, viz. todesignate
Timited use zones within the boundary waters of the Great Lakes system.
 
RECOMMENDATION
1. The Board has reviewed the scientific documentation prepared by its
Aquatic Ecosystem Objectives Committee in support of proposed new or
revised water quaiity objectives for pentachiorophenoi,
poiychiorinated dibenzodioxins, nutrients (phosphorus), 1ead,
chiorine, cyanide, temperature, and seienium. It recommends that the
Commission request the Governments of Canada and the United States to
incorporate these new objectives in a revision to Annex 1 of the 1978
Great Lakes Water Quaiity Agreement.
   
  
 4. Eutrophication
 
Pursuant to Annex 3 of the 1978 Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, the
Governments of Canada and the United States are confirming future phosphorus
loads for the Great Lakes. Based on these loads, they are establishing
allocations for the various jurisdictions and compliance schedules for
achieving any required load reductions. The Governments are using information
and advice provided by the Commission, the Water Quality and Science Advisory
Boards, and the joint Task Force on Phosphorus Management Strategies.
The Board also established task forces to investigate two important
questions regarding the eutrophication issue: the possible human health and
ecological effects of substitutes for phosphates as builders in laundry
detergents, and the relative bioavailability of various forms of phosphorus
which may be introduced into the lakes from different sources.
Phosphorus Management Strategies
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 bioTogicaT avaiTabiTity of phosphorus in the assessment of
aTternative phosphorus management strategies; and the appTicabiTity
of systems approaches for determining controT strategies.
— EvaTuate and test aTternative phosphorus management strategies,
specificaTTy as they impact ecoTogy, waste treatment, sTudge
disposaT, energy considerations, and economics.
— Incorporate, as time a110ws, the findings of the associated task
forces and committees on heaTth effects, environmentaT impacts,
societaT impacts, and nutrient objectives.
- Identify specific subject areas where additionaT information is
needed.
The finaT report of the task force entitTed Phosphorus Management for the
 
Great Lakes was submitted to the Board and the Commission in JuTy 1980 and
then reTeased pubTicTy. The Science Advisory and Water QuaTity Boards
provided their comments to the Commission with respect to the recommendations
of the task force at the AnnuaT Meeting on the Great Lakes Water QuaTity
Agreement, November 1980. The Commission aTSo her pubTic hearings on the
report in November 1980 and in January 1981, and submitted a report to the
Governments, "SuppTementaT Report, under the Reference on PoTTution in the
Great Lakes System from Land Use Activities, on Phosphorus Management
Strategies".
The Governments have confirmed the phosphorus Toadings expected after fuTT
impTementation of the 1972 Agreement requirements and are proceeding with
aTTocation of any further reductions required to meet target Toads.
Human HeaTth and EcoTogicaT Effects of Detergent Budeers
One of the measures taken to reduce the input of phosphorus to the Great
Lakes from municipaT sewage was to restrict the use of phosphates in househon
Taundry detergents, which were determined to be major contributors. The
consequent restrictions in the use of phosphate in detergents Ted to an
18
 increase in the use of alternative detergent builders. Three task forces were
established by the Science Advisory Board to review the possible human health
effects of alternative builders in current or projected use resulting from
man's exposure to the aquatic environment, and to review their ecological
safety.
Sodium Nitrilotriacetate (NTA) became one of the most likely replacements
for phosphates in detergents. Because of fear that NTA might cause cancer or
inheritable changes in man, the Surgeon General of the United States Public
Health Service in 1970 requested that NTA be withheld from use in detergents
in the United States. The Canadian Government did not agree with the
significance of the possible risk and continued to allow the use of NTA in
detergents sold in Canada.
A Task Force on the Health Implications of NTA, selected from members of
the North American scientific community, reviewed the data on which the
original U.S. decision was based. The Task Force also reviewed the laboratory
studies which had become available since that decision as well as the Canadian
experience with the use of NTA. The final report to the Great Lakes Science
Advisory Board on the Health Implications of NTA was published in May 1977.
 
A second task force was formed in 1977 to evaluate the potential human
health effects of detergent builders other than NTA. That task force studied
carbonates, carboxymethyloxysuccinate (CMOS), carboxymethyltartronate (CMT),
citrates, phosphates, soluble silicates, and Type A Zeolite (a synthetic
aluminosilicate). The final report, Health Implications of Non-NTA Detergent
Builders, was submitted to the Board in September 1980.
 
A Task Force on the Ecological Effects of Non-Phosphate Detergent Builders
was formed in 1976 to provide information to the Board on potential ecological
effects of phosphorus substitutes in detergents. Task force members were
selected for their respective expertise in the fields of biochemistry, waste
treatment, environmental modelling, aquatic toxicology, water chemistry and
metal transport, and eutrophication. Initial activities of the task force
were directed towards an ecological assessment of nitrilotriacetic acid
  
(NTA). The task force report entitied EcoTogicaT Effects of Non—Phosphate
Detergent Buiiders: Fina] Report on NTA was pubiished in December 1978.
  
The task force has aTso compTeted a review of three other important
organic detergent buiiders: citrate, carboxymethyioxysuccinate (CMOS) and
carboxymethyitartronate (CMT). This review is reported in the task force's
report Eco]ogica1 Effects of Non-Phosphate Detergent Budeers - Fina] Report
on Organic Buiiders Other than NTA, Juiy 1980.
The task force is continuing its work with an assessment of inorganic
detergent buiiders which are currentiy used or proposed for use and is
expected to submit its finaT report in December 1981.
The foTTowing TabTe summarizes the task forces' findings to date reiative
to major compounds which coqu be used as aTternatives to phosphate budeers
in Taundry detergent formuiations.
HUMAN HEALTH AND ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF DETERGENT BUILDERS
 
Possibie Human HeaTth Adverse
Hazards Through EcoTogicaT
Detergent Budeers Drinking Water Effects
Phosphates None Contributes to eutrophication
NitriTotriacetic acid (NTA) None Not Tikeiy to be significant
Carbonates None Under review
SoTubTe SiTicates None Under review
Type A ZeoTite None Under review
Citrate None Not TikeTy to be significant
CarboxymethyToxysuccinate (CMOS) None Not TikeTy to be significant,
needs further research
Carboxymethyitartronate (CMT) Needs Couid be significant,
further needs further research
research
 
  r
m
.
.
.
“
Bioavailability of Phosphorus
A subcommittee of the Board's Engineering and Technological Aspects Expert
Committee was formed and met with several experts to discuss measurement and
assessment techniques for determining biologically available forms of
phosphorus from various sources as well as the relative magnitude of their
input to lakes. This work led to a state-of-the—art report on Biological
Availability of Phosphorus, which has been reviewed by the Board and forwarded
to the Commission for its information.
The basic conclusion of the Committee's report is that there are no
existing chemical or bioassay techniques which can provide a meaningful
assessment of what fraction of phosphorus is available on a whole lake,
long-term scale and that such techniques are not likely to be developed
without a significant increase in research efforts in this area.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Board fully supports the conclusions and recommendations in the
forementioned reports on the human health and ecological effects of
non-phosphate detergent builders and bioavailability of phosphorus and wishes
to emphasize the following recommendations:
1. Prior to any serious consideration of the extensive use of
carboxymethyltartronate (CMT) as an alternate builder in laundry
detergents, the Board recommends that research be undertaken to fully
evaluate its toxicological and ecological properties in order to determine
its acceptability.
2. It is recommended that the Governments ensure that a sufficiently high
level of research is supported to develop accurate methods for determining
the relative bioavailability of various forms of phosphorus, and an
understanding of the relationship between phosphorus and biological
productivity, and the movement of phosphorus through the various parts of
large lake ecosystems.
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 5 . Surveillance
The Science Advisory Board reviewed the Great Lakes International
Surv
eill
ance
Plan
(GLI
SP)
as p
rese
nted
at t
he I
nter
nati
onal
Join
t Co
mmis
sion
's
1980
Annu
al
Meet
ing
on t
he G
reat
Lake
s Wa
ter
Qual
ity
Agre
emen
t,
and
advi
sed
the
Comm
issi
on t
hat
beca
use
the
GLIS
P ad
dres
ses
the
comp
lian
ce m
onit
orin
g
needs of the various jurisdictions, it satisfies the first stated purpose of
Anne
x 11
of t
he A
gree
ment
.
Howe
ver,
the
Boar
d fu
rthe
r ad
vise
d th
e Co
mmis
sion
and the Water Quality Board that it believed other needs, such as the
dete
ctio
n of
emer
ging
prob
lems
, w
ere
not
addr
esse
d a
dequ
atel
y by
the
plan
and
it identified weaknesses of major concern:
1. The proposed (and current) sampling program generates enormous
amo
unt
s o
f d
ata
, b
ut
the
re
do
not
app
ear
to
be
ade
qua
te
res
our
ces
within the GLISP to provide the level of data analysis and timely
inte
rpre
tati
on w
hich
the
Boar
d co
nsid
ers
esse
ntia
l fo
r ef
fect
ive
and
curr
ent
appl
icat
ion
of t
he i
nfor
mati
on a
nd f
or f
utur
e pl
anni
ng.
The
Boa
rd
con
clu
ded
tha
t
the
inf
orm
ati
on
gen
era
ted
by
the
GLI
SP
cou
ld
be
enh
anc
ed
and
mad
e
mor
e
val
uab
le
to
dec
isi
on
mak
ers
and
oth
er
use
rs
thr
oug
h m
ore
rig
oro
us
pro
ces
sin
g a
nd
a t
ime
ly
rev
iew
of
the
dat
a.
2.
The
pla
n i
ncl
ude
s
lim
ite
d u
se
of
bio
log
ica
l
acc
umu
lat
ors
,
suc
h
as
her
rin
g
gul
l
egg
s
and
fis
h,
for
the
det
ect
ion
and
ass
ess
men
t
of
per
sis
ten
t
org
ani
c
con
tam
ina
nts
and
met
als
.
The
Boa
rd
con
clu
ded
tha
t
inc
rea
sed
emp
has
is
on
int
egr
ato
rs
and
bio
log
ica
l
ind
ica
tor
s
cou
ple
d
wi
th
re
du
ce
d
em
ph
as
is
on
wa
te
r
an
al
ys
is
fo
r
co
nt
am
in
an
ts
wo
ul
d
be
beneficial.
To
inc
rea
se
its
inv
olv
eme
nt
wit
h
the
GLI
SP,
the
Boa
rd
str
uck
a
Sur
vei
lla
nce
/Re
sea
rch
Com
mit
tee
whi
ch
has
met
wit
h
the
Wat
er
Qua
lit
y
Boa
rd,
its
Wat
er
Qua
lit
y P
rOg
ram
s C
omm
itt
ee,
and
the
Sur
vei
lla
nce
Wor
k G
rou
p.
The
Bo
ar
d'
s
pu
rp
os
e
is
to
wo
rk
co
op
er
at
iv
el
y
to
wa
rd
a
GL
IS
P
wh
ic
h
ef
fi
ci
en
tl
y,
eff
ect
ive
ly,
and
eco
nom
ica
lly
pro
duc
es
res
ult
s
whi
ch
ser
ve
the
nee
ds
of
man
y
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 user groups and wiTi uTtimateTy provide cTients with a usabie statement on the
heaith of the Great Lakes basin ecosystem and its component parts.
Specificaiiy, the Science Advisory Board is seeking ways to assist the
Water QuaTity Board to:
a) increase interaction between the research and surveiiiance
communities;
b) achieve an integrated approach to the deveTopment, impiementation,
and anaiysis of the pian;
c) improve the usabiiity of the pian's resuTts;
d) modify the pian in the event of severe funding cuts; and
e) taiior the pian to satisfy the fuiT scope of Annex 11.
The Board recognizes that GLISP is but a singTe eTement in any strategy
for Great Lakes ecosystem assessment and subsequent management. However, it
provides the major opportunity to mer information, and thereby integrate the
infiuences that various activities have on the quaiity of ecosystem
components. The future chaiienge Ties in the anaiysis, interpretation, and
presentation of the data from various monitoring programs, which resuit in a
series of ecosystem heaith statements to satisfy the needs of users.
In 1981 the Board reviewed the Joint Strategic PTan for Management of
Great Lakes Fisheries deveioped under the auspices of the Great Lakes Fishery
Commission by the tweTve state, provinciai, and federai agencies with major
mandates for Great Lakes fishery resource management, research, and
assessment. The Board endorsed the pian and commended its phiTosophy and
processes to the Internationai Joint Commission, and considered one of the
strategic procedures, cioser cooperation between fishery and environmentai
agencies, a key to improving the vaiue of the GLISP.
The Board conciuded that in order to increase the vaiue and usabiiity of
the GLISP, the institutions and agencies with responsibiiity for Great Lakes
system quaiity shoqu continue cooperative deveiopment of surveiTiance
pianning, integration, impTementation, anaTysis, interpretation, and
presentation. The Board is convinced that this enhancement can be
24
 
 accomplished using the existing committee structure of the International Joint
Commission and the Great Lakes Fishery Commission, but acknowledges that
formal endorsement of the Great Lakes International Surveillance Plan by
environmental protection agency administrators, as has been obtained for the
Fishery Management Plan, would facilitate progress.
 
To accelerate the integrative process the Science Advisory Board
Co-chairmen will discuss the following conclusions with the Water Quality
Board in the near future.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The information generated by the GLISP could be enhanced and made more
valuable to decision makers and other users through more rigorous
processing and a more timely review of the data.
2. An increased emphasis on integrators and biological indicators coupled
with a reduced emphasis on water analysis for contaminants would be
beneficial.
  
3.
In o
rder
to i
ncre
ase
the
valu
e an
d us
abil
ity
of t
he G
LISP
, t
he
ins
tit
uti
ons
and
age
nci
es
wit
h r
esp
ons
ibi
lit
y f
or
the
Gre
at
Lak
es
sys
tem
qua
lit
y s
hou
ld
con
tin
ue
coo
per
ati
ve
dev
elo
pme
nt o
f s
urv
eil
lan
ce
pla
nni
ng,
int
egr
ati
on,
imp
lem
ent
ati
on,
ana
lys
is,
int
erp
ret
ati
on,
and
pre
sen
tat
ion
.
 
4.
Furt
her
coop
erat
ive
deve
lopm
ent
of t
he G
LISP
can
be a
ccom
plis
hed
usin
g th
e
exi
sti
ng
boa
rd
and
com
mit
tee
str
uct
ure
s o
f t
he
Int
ern
ati
ona
l J
oin
t
Comm
issi
on
and
the
Grea
t La
kes
Fish
ery
Comm
issi
on,
but
form
al e
ndor
seme
nt
of such a cooperative venture and agreement to participate by
envi
ronm
enta
l pr
otec
tion
agen
cy a
dmin
istr
ator
s wo
uld
faci
lita
te p
rogr
ess.
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 6. Human Health Effects of Great Lakes
Water Quality
The Science Advisory Board and the Water Quality Board established a joint
Committee to evaluate the human health aspects of the Great Lakes basin
ecosystem and in particular the risk posed by exposure to toxic contaminants
in the environment. The major activities of the Committee during 1980—81
included the continued evaluation of the health hazard of chemicals identified
in the Great Lakes ecosystem, a review of the characteristics and
compatability of cancer registries in the Great Lakes basin, and an assessment
of the potential human health impact of microbiological contamination of the
Great Lakes. These activities are described briefly below and details are
contained in the Health Effects Committee's 1981 Annual Report to the Boards.
Future activities which the Committee is considering, include: continued
assessment of the human health hazard of toxic chemicals in the Great Lakes
basi
n ec
osys
tem,
the
deve
lopm
ent
of g
uide
line
s fo
r fu
ture
epid
emio
logi
cal
stud
ies
in t
he G
reat
Lake
s ba
sin,
and
an a
sses
smen
t of
the
poss
ible
huma
n
health impacts of alternative energy sources.
HEA
LTH
HAZ
ARD
EVA
LUA
TIO
N
OF
CHE
MIC
ALS
IDE
NTI
FIE
D
IN
THE
GRE
AT
LAK
ES
ECO
SYS
TEM
In
198
0
the
Hum
an
Hea
lth
Eff
ect
s
Com
mit
tee
rep
ort
ed
on
the
res
ult
s
of
a
pre
lim
ina
ry
rev
iew
of
the
tox
ico
log
ica
l
dat
a
bas
e
for
eva
lua
tin
g
the
pot
ent
ial
haz
ard
of
the
381
com
pou
nds
fou
nd
in
Gre
at
Lak
es
wat
ers
as
rep
ort
ed
in
App
end
ix
E t
o t
he
197
8 R
epo
rt
of
the
Gre
at
Lak
es
Wat
er
Qua
lit
y B
oar
d.
Bas
ed
on
thi
s p
rel
imi
nar
y r
evi
ew,
the
Com
mit
tee
ide
nti
fie
d t
hos
e c
hem
ica
ls
whi
ch
wer
e
of
con
cer
n
fro
m
an
acu
te
and
chr
oni
c
tox
ici
ty
per
spe
cti
ve.
The
Com
mit
tee
has
re-
exa
min
ed
the
dat
a
bas
e
for
the
che
mic
als
lis
ted
in
the
198
0
rep
ort
.
Bas
ed
on
a r
evi
ew
of
tox
ico
log
ica
l
dat
a
bas
es
suc
h
as
the
Mic
hig
an
Cri
tic
al
Mat
eri
als
Reg
ist
er,
the
U.S
.
EPA
Tox
ic
Sub
sta
nce
s
Con
tro
l
Act
cri
ter
ia,
Nat
ion
al
Ins
tit
ute
for
Occ
upa
tio
nal
Saf
ety
and
Hea
lth
,
and
oth
er
ins
tit
uti
ona
l
cla
ssi
fic
ati
ons
and
wei
ght
ing
sys
tem
s,
it
was
dec
ide
d
to
bas
e
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 the
toxicity
evaluation
on
six
key elements:
acute
toxicity,
carcinogenicity,
reproductive
effects,
heritable mutagenicity,
neurobehavioural
effects,
and
chronic adverse effects.
The
evaluation
of
the
exposure
potential
of
an
identified
chemical
included
a review
of
appropriate
sources
providing
data
on
environmental
concentrations,
industrial
discharge,
manufacturing,
and
use
in
addition
to
physical
characteristics,
persistence
in
the
environment,
and
bioaccumulation
potential.
The
chemical
contaminants
found
in the
Great
Lakes
were
then
categorized
as those:
0
chemicals
posing
a threat
to
man
from
acute exposure;
0
chemicals
causing
chronic
effects
in
mammals
which
are
subject
to
regulatory monitoring;
0
chemicals
which
cause chronic
effects
in
mammals,
are
not
subject
to
regulatory
monitoring
but
should
be
considered
for
monitoring;
0
chemicals
of
minimal
human
health
concern
due
to
their
presence
in
the Great Lakes;
0
chemicals
for
which
insufficient
data
are
available
to
conduct
a
human
health
hazard
assessment.
Also
discussed
in
the
1981
Committee
Report
are
factors
affecting
human
exposure
to
chemicals
such
as
persistence
and
bioaccumulation.
In
addition,
criteria
for
agency
monitoring
are
identified
together
with
the
need
for
obtaining
quantitative
chemical
data,
especially
at
river
mouths
and
in
sediments and biota.
WORKSHOP
ON
THE
COMPATIBILITY
OF
GREAT
LAKES
BASIN
CANCER
REGISTRIES
The
Human
Health
Effects
Committee
realized
the
need
to
identify
and
determine
the
risks
of
cancer
development
in
the
Great
Lakes
basin,
with
its
more
than
37
million
inhabitants
who
might
be
exposed
to
the
toxic
chemicals
listed.
The
ability
to
identify
new
cancer
cases
for
research
studies,
to
.
monitor
trends
in
cancer
rates,
and
to
locate
regions
with
unusually
high
28
rates is contingent upon complete and accurate case registrations, which
depend in turn upon the population coverageand the compatibility of cancer
registries with jurisdictions within the Great Lakes basin.
A Workshop on the compatibility of Great Lakes Basin Cancer Registries was
initiated by the Health Effects Committee and held on March 19-20, 1981, in
Windsor. Participants were representatives of the cancer registries within
the Great Lakes basin and invited guest experts. The major objectives
addressed at the Workshop were:
0 cancer registry characteristics;
0 data utilization for research; and
0 future developments.
The Workshop provided a unique opportunity for cancer registry
representatives and the invited experts to exchange information on
registration practices and cancer research in Canada and the United States.
The initial goals of the Workshop were accomplished and interactions fostered
which should lead to further registry compatibility.
Proceedings of the Workshop will be published separately and forwarded for
the information of the Commission.
POTENTIAL HUMAN HEALTH IMPACT OF MICROBIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF THE GREAT LAKES
 
The current level of wastewater treatment coupled with the use of
conventional full treatment of public water supplies ensure a high quality
product for Great Lakes water users insofar as microbial contamination is
concerned. Suggested changes in wastewater disinfection practice, such as
seasonal chlorination or the use of alternatives, may result in lowering the
quality of the public water supply.
Constant vigilance is thus required to ensure that alterations in
established sewage and waste treatment practices do not compromise the
29
  
microbial
quality
of
Great
Lakes
waters
and
expose
the
public
to
an
unaccept-
able
risk
from
the
presence
of
bacteria
and
viruses
in
recreational
water
used
for drinking purposes.
The
Committee,
whilst
endorsing
current
methods
for
determining
pollution
levels
and
consequent
health
impacts,
would
emphasize
that
there
is
no
method
at
the
present
time
of
accurately
assessing
exposure
and
risk
levels
from
the
microbiological
contamination
of
surface
water.
The
development
of
new
technologies,
perhaps
using
physical
and/or
chemical
methods
to
address
this
requirement,
should
be
actively
pursued
by
the participating
agencies.
Obstacles
to
the
assessment
of
human
health
risk
due
to
the
microbial
contamination
of
raw
waters
used
for
drinking
or
recreation,
are
poor
implementation
or
lack
of
a
well-coordinated
strategy
for
the
reporting
and
documentation
of
waterborne
disease
outbreaks.
Where
outbreaks
have
been
identified,
evidence
for
the
transmission
of
disease
is
frequently
only
circumstantial,
with
the
etiological
agent
seldom
being
isolated
from
the
suspected
water
source.
Samples
are
taken
retrospectively
and
information
relating
to
the
source
of
water
are
poorly
and
incompletely
recorded.
There
is
a
danger
that
national
statistics
may
be
developed
from
totally
inadequate
reports,
giving
rise
either
to
a
false
sense
of
security
or
to
unrealistic
control measures.
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7. Risk Assessment
At the request of the Water Quality Board, the Science Advisory Board is
undertaking an evaluation of "risk assessment" and "acceptable risk" as these
may relate to the control of toxic substances in the Great Lakes basin
ecosystem.
The Toxic Substances Committee of the Water Quality Board is evaluating
"hazard assessment" and is examining the adequacy of data on the production of
various chemicals in the Great Lakes basin in order to provide some indication
of the possible exposure to certain groups of workers and/or communities. The
Human Health Effects Committee is to examine the question of properly designed
epidemiological studies, which are necessary for both hazard and risk
assessments. The Water Quality Board is reviewing the adequacy of legislation
in different jurisdictions pertaining to spill control and clean—ups during
the transport of toxic materials, pollution control measures, and residual
disposal practices. However, no group is currently concernedwith risk
assessment.
There is a rapidly-developing literature on issues and approaches to risk
asses
sment
and t
he d
eterm
inati
on of
accep
table
risk
acros
s a
range
of ec
onomi
c
;
activities. The Science Advisory Board plans to have a critical review made
of this material before embarking on any enquiry or study of its own. The
review will focus on both the methodology and decision processes used or
advo
cate
d fo
r di
ffer
ent
econ
omic
acti
viti
es.
Comp
aris
ons
will
be m
ade
with
reference to criteria which would be particularly important if applied to
issues relating to toxic substances control.
As a
foll
ow-u
p to
such
a re
view
, a
"bri
efin
g s
essi
on"
is p
lann
ed.
At t
his
session, individuals having direct experience relating to risk assessment and
the determination of acceptable risk would interact with persons on various
committees and working groups dealing with issues of toxics control for both
Boards. There will be a deliberate attempt to involve individuals with
experience in areas such as occupational health, the energy and nuclear
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ea
t
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Ex
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ov
id
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g
pu
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rm
at
io
n
to
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e
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e
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ow
ie
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e
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d
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rt
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me
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re
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.
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 8.
Fa
te
an
d
Ef
fe
ct
s
of
Ha
za
rd
ou
s
Su
bs
ta
nc
es
Atmo
sphe
ric
tran
spor
t an
d de
posi
tion
are
know
n to
be m
ajor
path
ways
for
the influx of contaminants to the Great Lakes. In recognition of the
impo
rtan
ce o
f th
e at
mosp
heri
c tr
ansp
ort
of p
ollu
tant
s,
the
Boar
d's
Ecol
ogic
al
and
Geoc
hemi
cal
Aspe
cts
Expe
rt C
ommi
ttee
spon
sore
d a
symp
osiu
m to
synt
hesi
ze
curr
ent
know
ledg
e on
atmo
sphe
ric
inpu
ts,
part
icul
arly
with
resp
ect
to t
heir
che
mic
al
and
phy
sic
al
int
era
cti
ons
in
sur
fac
e f
ilm
s a
t t
he
air
/wa
ter
int
erf
ace
and their eventual partitioning and food chain fluxes, resulting in
con
cen
tra
tio
n o
f c
ont
ami
nan
ts
in
the
lak
e b
iota
.
The
goa
ls
of
the
sym
pos
ium
were
to:
1) s
umma
rize
ecos
yste
munde
rsta
ndin
g of
cont
amin
ant
prob
lems
, 2)
ide
nti
fy
fut
ure
res
ear
ch
nee
ds
on
sur
fac
e c
ont
ami
nan
t p
rob
lem
s,
and
3)
sug
ges
t
man
age
men
t t
ech
niq
ues
to
res
olv
e s
uch
pro
ble
ms.
The
pro
cee
din
gs
of
the
sym
pos
ium
, w
hic
h w
as
hel
d d
uri
ng
the
198
1 C
onf
ere
nce
of
the
Int
ern
ati
ona
l
Ass
oci
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for
Gre
at
Lak
es
Res
ear
ch,
wil
l
be
pub
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hed
in
Mar
ch
198
2 a
s a
spe
cia
l
iss
ue
of
the
Jou
rna
l o
f G
rea
t L
ake
s R
ese
arc
h.
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c c
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ra
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os
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te
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by
co
nt
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in
an
ts
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 times that by absorption from water, and feeding on contaminated zoopiankton
in surface 1ayers contribute up to 20% of the eventuai PCB body burden of 1ake
trout and constitutes a source of contaminant exposure to humans.
The resuits of this symposium and the research needs it identified
reinforce the Board's perception of the importance and complexity of the
probiem of toxic substances in the Great Lakes. The Board wishes to
 
reemphasize the recommendations made to the Commission in its 1980 Annuai
Report, which provided A Perspective on the Probiem of Hazardous Substances in
the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem.
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9. Support for Research
The Board is concerned that adequate resources continue to be available
for research and surveillance activities on the Great Lakes. Major remedial
and preventative programs have been undertaken by Canada and the United States
to restore and enhance the water quality of the Great Lakes. Some of these
programs, such as the reduction of phosphorus inputs to control eutrophication
are well underway. It is essential that adequate monitoring and surveillance
activities be maintained in order to assess the effectiveness of these
programs and identify any changes which may be required to achieve the water ~
quality objectives for the Great Lakes. The Board is particularly concerned i
that current efforts to reduce federal spending in the United States will i
adversely affect Great Lakes research. '
IMPACT OF U.S. FEDERAL BUDGET ON GREAT LAKES RESEARCH
 
Under the proposed U.S. budget for FY 1982, reductions in Great Lakes
research and surveillance programs will be particularly severe. Though no
final decisions have been reached on budgetary levels for federal agency or
federally supported university research (as of October 13, 1981) the proposed
cuts would result in more than a 50 percent reduction in Great Lakes
research. Surveillance will also be substantially reduced, but bywhat amount
is not yet known. Eight of thirteen federal and academic Great Lakes research
vessels are currently threatened with layup for 1982. The Great Lakes Basin
Commission, the primary planning and coordinating organization in the U.S.,
has been terminated and its staff dispersed.
 
The effects of this proposed budget are already occurring. First, the
agencies and laboratories which normally carry out research on the Great Lakes
have been demoralized and, in some cases, immobilized by the uncertainties of
the present chaotic budgetary situation. Second, planning for continuing and
new research programs is in disarray. Key scientists are looking elsewhere
for employment and laboratory administrators are almost totally occupied with
  
financial survival. Thus research and surveillance programs are not receiving
the necessary evaluation and future programs are not being well planned.
Finally, and most importantly, the research capacity, namely facilities,
laboratories, and scientific staffs is in danger of being dismantled. The
progress of the past ten years could well cease, and trends, especially in
water quality, which are beginning to be understood will no longer be
monitored. Further, the management agencies responsible for the Great Lakes
will not only lose their capacity to carry out their mandate, but will also be
deprived of the information needed to determine what management actions to
take.
The impact of the preposed budget on the lakes themselves will probably
not be known for some time, if ever, because there will be inadequate
surveillance and monitoring to measure changes in the lakes.
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 10. Board Operations
The Board currently utilizes Expert Committees, Task Forces, ad 593
Working Groups, and joint Committees with the Water Quality Board to assist it
in carrying out its responsibilities under the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement. The following reviews the activities of these groups during the
past year and describes proposed changes in their methods of operation for the
future.
COMMITTEES
In 1979 the Board established three Expert Committees to provide
continuing independent advice and synthesis of scientific opinion on new and
continuing Great Lakes problems. These three committees were also asked to
identify oversights, weaknesses, and opportunities for international
cooperation in Great Lakes research activities in Canada and the United
States. Two other standing committees deal with more specific issues: the
development of new water quality objectives and the assessment of human health
effects of Great Lakes water quality. The following is a summary of the scope
of the committees and their activities since November 1980.
Expert Committee on Engineering and Technological Aspects of Great Lakes Water
Quality
This Committee's activities encompass in part the technological procedures
and treatment of man's effects on receiving waters. The Committee includes
members with expertise in industrial and municipal waste treatment; and the
membership was recently expanded to include expertise in air pollution control.
Expert Committee on Ecological and Geochemical Aspects of Great Lakes Water
Quality
This Committee's responsibility includes issues relating to ecological and
geochemical effects of man's activities.
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 The Committee contributed significantTy to the Board's 1980 Report on
hazardous substances and deveToped state—of—the-art reports on atmospheric
Toadings of contaminants to the Great Lakes.
The Committee convened a symposium to synthesize current knowTedge on
atmospheric inputs to Takes in reTation to the surface—fiTm chemistry and
physics of contaminants and their eventuai partitioning and food—chain
fTuxes. The symposium was her at the AnnuaT Conference of the Internationa]
Association for Great Lakes Research her Apri1 27-30, 1980 in CoTumbus, Ohio
and the proceedings wiTT be pubTished as a speciai edition of the Journai of
Great Lakes Research.
  
Expert Committee on Societa] Aspects of Great Lakes Water Quaiity
This Committee's activities reTate to the societaT aspects of water
quaTity. With a membership representative of economics, Taw, pTanning,
resource conservation, and pubTic interest facets of the Great Lakes basin
ecosystem, a reTativeTy wide scope is afforded to the assignments undertaken
by the Committee.
Committee accompTishments during 1981, with recommendations submitted to
the Science Advisory Board, incTude:
o a review of the Phosphorus Management Strategy Task Force Report;
0 a review of the Great Lakes Internationai SurveiTTance PTan (GLISP);
0 recommendations on the Friend of the Court roTe for the IJC and the
provision of expert witnesses;
0 recommendations from the Anticipatory PTanning Workshop endorsed by
the Committee; and
0 contributions to the Board's 1981 report on Energy and
recommendations for the estabTishment of a Great Lakes Computational
Framework in the IJC, Great Lakes RegionaT Office.
Current agenda items for the Committee inciude:
o poTicies for naturaT resources management in the Great Lakes basin
(i.e. post PLUARG activities);
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 0 reviews of the performance of the IJC institutions established under
the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement;
0 follow-ups of the recommendations from the Anticipatory Planning
Workshop; and
o the institutional aspects of hazardous waste management and the risk
assessment process in coordination with the Water Quality Board's
l
Toxic Substances Committee.
Aquatic Ecosystem Objectives Committee
The Aquatic EcosystemObjectives Committee has been given a broad mandate
to develop aquatic ecosystem objectives to protect the various uses of the
Great Lakes, including the most sensitive use. The Committee's activities to
date fall into four interrelated areas:
1. Identifying substances for which new specific objectives are required g
and determining whether the existing data base is adequate for their I
development.
2. On a continuing basis, regularly reviewing the scientific literature
to determine if the objectives outlined in the 1978 Great Lakes Water 1
Quality Agreementare still protective of the most sensitive use, and
proposing revisions to these objectives if warranted.
3. Objectives developed to date have generally considered only the
aqueous component of the ecosystem. The Committee has adopted the
philosophy that objectives should be holistic, that is, should
consider all aspects of the ecosystem and the movement of substances
among the various compartments. Therefore, it has begun development
of such broad-based objectives wherethe data base exists.
4. An aquatic ecosystem objective is envisaged as a desired state of the
system, integrating all aspects of the ecosystem. The Committee has
embarked on the task of developing indicators of ecosystem health.
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 The Committee's reports to the Board also summarize the philosophy and the
importance of objectives, the procedures for their development, and their
relationship to jurisdictional standards.
Joint Science Advisory Board/Water Quality Board Committee on the Assessment
of Human Health Effects of Great Lakes Water Quality
This joint committee of the two Boards was formed in early 1978. Its
activities include:
- assessment of health risks posed by contaminants in the Great Lakes;
- review of action levels and guidelines for selected substances;
- interpretation and consultation of health matters; and
- maintenance of an awareness of current advances in knowledge
regarding health effects of water constituents.
The major activities undertaken by this committee in the past year include
the health hazard evaluation of the chemicals identified in the Great Lakes
ecosystem, an investigation of the problem of viruses in the Great Lakes, the
development of compatible cancer registries within the Great Lakes basin, and
a review of the levels of contaminants in fish. A summary of findings is
included in the Committee's 1981 report to the Boards.
TASK FORCES
The Board establishes task forces to deal with specific issues which
require intensive interdisciplinary investigations. Such task forces gather
and examine information on the specific issues and recommend a course of
action, a policy, or an investigative direction to reach a solution. The task
forces may be established as a result of discussions within the Science
Advisory Board, recommendations of the Expert Committees, referrals from the
IJC or its groups, and referrals from the scientific community or citizen
groups. The task forces are disbanded upon acceptance of final reports by the
Board.
FUTURE OPERATIONS
At its September 1981 meeting, the Board decided to investigate means
other than reiying on its Expert Committees to obtain independent advice and
synthesis of expert opinions to assist it in meeting its responsibiiities
under the Great Lakes Water Quaiity Agreement. However, rather than attempt a
compiete reorganization of its committee structure, the Board decided that it
wouid mereiy not appoint members to the Expert Committees for a period of two
years. After this period of time, the effectiveness with which the Board is
functioning without the support of expert committees wiii be reassessed. In
the meantime the Board anticipates an increased use of task forces, workshops,
and contractors to synthesize scientific knowledge on questions of concern to
the Great Lakes basin ecosystem.
  

 II . Recent Reports
GREAT LAKES SCIENCE ADVISORY BOARD REPORTS
1. Environmental Implications of Alternative Energy Futures for the Great
Lakes Basin, November 1981.
2.
A Perspective on the Problem of Toxic Substances in the Great Lakes Basin
Ecosystem, November 1980.
3. Assessment of Airborne Contaminants in the Great Lakes Basin Ecosystem,
November 1980.
4. The Ecosystem Approach - Scope and Implications of an Ecosystem Approach
in Transboundary Problems in the Great Lakes Basin, July 1978.
COMMITTEE REPORTS TO THE SCIENCE ADVISORY BOARD
 
1. Report of the Aquatic Ecosystem Objectives Committee, November 1981.
Presents proposed new objectives for selenium and a review and
reaffirmation of the existing objective for mirex.
2. Report of the Aquatic Ecosystem Objectives Committee, November 1980.
Presents recommendations and rationale for water quality objectives for
the following parameters:
Pentachlorophenol
Polychlorinated Dibenzodioxins
Microbiological Indicator
Lead
Chlorine /
Silver '
Cyanide
Temperature
Nutrients
3. Biological Availability of Phosphorus. Report of the Engineering and
Technological Aspects Expert Committee of Great Lakes Water Quality, June
1981.
4. 1981 Annual Report of the Committee on the Assessment of Human Health
Effects of Great Lakes Water Quality, November 1981.
  
TASK FORCE REPORTS
1. A Report to the Great Lakes Research Advisory Board of the International
Joint Commission on the Health Implications of NTA, May 1977.
2. A Report to the Great Lakes Science Advisory Board of the International
Joint Commission on the Health Implications of Non-NTA Detergent Builders,
October 1980.
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Copies of the above reports are avai]ab]e from:
Internationa] Joint Commission
Great Lakes Regiona] Office
100 0ue]]ette Avenue, 8th F]oor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
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 12. Membership
UNITED STATES SECTION
Dr. Donaid I. Mount (Chairman)
Environmentai Research Laboratory — Duiuth
6201 Congdon Bouievard
Duiuth, Minnesota 55804
Dr. Robert A. Ragotzkie
Sea Grant Institute Program
University of Wisconsin-Madison
1800 University Avenue
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Mr. 0. Fred Bishop
Technoiogy Deveiopment Support Branch
Wastewater Laboratory
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
26 West St. CTair Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45268
Dr. John R. Sheaffer
President
Sheaffer and Roiand, Inc.
130 North Frankiin
Chicago, I11inois 60606
Dr. Wiiiiam E. Cooper
Department of Zooiogy
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48823
Mr. Daie L. Bacon
3M Company
Buiiding 21-2w
P.0. Box 33331
St. Paui, Minnesota 55133
Dr. Haron E.B. Humphrey
Environmentai Epidemioiogy
State of Michigan
Department of Pubiic HeaTth
3500 N. Logan Street
Lansing, Michigan 48914
Dr. Lawrence w. Libby
Associate Professor
Department of Agricuiturai Economics
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 45824
EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
Great Lakes Fishery Commission
Mr. Carios M. Fetteroif, Jr.
Executive Secretary
Great Lakes Fishery Commission
1451 Green Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105
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Internationai Association for
Great Lakes Research (IAGLR)
Dr. Robert A. Sweeney
Director of Speciai Projects
Ecoiogy & Environment Inc.
P.0. Box D - 195 Sugg Road
Buffaio, New York 14225
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CANADIAN SECTION
Dr. G. Keith Rodgers (Chairman)
Director
National Water Research Institute
Canada Centre for Iniand Waters
P.O. Box 5050
Buriington, Ontario L7R 4A6
Dr. George R. Francis
Facuity of Environmentai Studies
University of Waterioo
Waterioo, Ontario NZL 361
Dr. Jack R. Vaiientyne
Senior Scientist
Fisheries and Oceans
Canada Centre for Iniand Waters
P.0. Box 5050
Buriington, Ontario L7R 4A6
Mr. WiITiam A. Neff
The Canadian ChemicaT Producer's Assoc.
350 Sparks Street
Suite 805
Ottawa, Ontario KlR 5E1
SECRETARY
Mr. Paui D. FoTey
Coordinator, Development & Research Group
Poiiution Controi Branch
Ontario Ministry of Environment
135 St. CTair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1P5
Dr. James H. Day
Department of Medicine
Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6
Dr. Joseph H. Leach
Research Scientist
Lake Erie Fisheries Research Station
Ontario Ministry of Naturai Resources
R.R. #2
Wheatiey, Ontario NOP 2P0
Dr. w. Ronaid Drynan
Senior Engineer
Great Lakes Regional Office
Internationai Joint Commission
100 Oueiiette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
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